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I FlUflAMTA CMROSIONSUI ES

I.

I!RODUCTION

T he significant and cc;Pleted. investigations conh, ted under Coatract

lioD2-4I95(3-1) during the period February 1, 1956, through January 31,. 1961,

have been published and presented as technical reports.

A umited but informative investigation of pitting corrosion appears

in Report Kos. 17 and 18 and is sumrized in Report Vo. 19.

f Part I of this report includes a detailed discussion of the completed

study of stress-corrosion cracking of the -agnsium-base, J-l, alloy.

Pa.-t II presents a suiry of the incompleted i,'ork on the stress corrosion

of austenitic stainless steel by 400OF chloride containing vaters and, in

particular, the role of corrosion product In the stress-eorrosicn necha.ism

I A list of the quarterly reportu and. te-ical publications resulting

under this study is shown in the bazk of this report.
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PART I. SM S C•OSION CRACKING OF PAGNESIM4-BASEFALLOY, J-l, BY SALT-CERCEAZ SOLA I

. A. IHMM I• H

oStress-corrosion is cracking that occurs under the combined action of

a tensile stress "-. a corrosive me•i•m vhich is ordinarily selective in

its attack of the metal. Considerable amounts of york have been directed

tawia-d understand•in the mechanis• s Involved in this mbenonon. It is

generally accepted that intergranular failure is an electcchemical process,
but the menchanim of transgranular failure is uic-r+-_an

Mbs investigation was undertaken to study the stress-corrosion of a

magnesium-6% aluminum-i% zinc alloy in a sodium chwide-potassiu chromate

solutio. A considerable axmout of vork has been done on this alloy,

prirarily because it can conveniently be nede to fail in either a trans-

granular or intergraujlar maner andd in a short time.

The effects of iron content, heat treatment, and grain size are the

most irmpotant subjects investigated. Corrosion curr ents in both trans-

granular and intergranular stress-corrosion are discussed. Microscopic

exsminations arA sound. ick_,p =c;pratus vere utilized as well. Me effects

of stress level, mechanical properties: time under load, pH, and surface

B. SUMMEYR AMI CONCLUSIONSSA study of the stress-corrosion cr-acki of a =aýnesiun-6% al=d l•1

Szinc alloy vas mad In a salt-chromate solution. A notion picture of bee

stress-corrosion process yas filmed.

2
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Th~e eonclusicas drwvn from this investigation wre as follows:

a. T--ansgramula-r stress-corro-sion takeas place by a
trochaniwa vbhich consists of elternate steps of i>
electrochemical amd1 imechan~.cal actiow. Cmrccsion
assoc-iatAed souncl levels are afl. dis*4 =:," z
Materlal vhich ip susceptible to fx~agranuLar-
failure is inher-eatly xrebrittl-,;. Aill of these
facts indicate Vt t ransgranular fsllure is a
brittle, discontInuo-aus, ana pred-,ike-ntly =nechen-
ical proc4ess. A mecban'am, is proposed. ihreby
elecfrozhm-ical rottiack initiatee cracking bvat
brittle za-chnical failure causes most ef. the
destructIlve sction.-

b Strer -corrosion. currents a~re i~oughly proportional.
Lo ;. applied. stress in the ;plastic range.

c. Unifoxrmity of surface prerration, is a gritical-
fazt= i the reproduacibility of corrosion current
n~esnueents. Yzcqq1ete preparation results In
a more coqplex electrochemieal system.

d. Higher iron content, larg-*er grain size-. and -water
quenching all promote tranagraenu-lar attack. It
is believed. that these effects are all associated.
with a blocking of dislocation --vement by a ?eil .
precipitate vithin the grains which promotes brittle

mechanical failure.

e. Intergram~lar attack Is associated with the formastion
of -j,7ý1- atgrinbounda-ries. This precipitate is

prozotek by furnace cooling from solution beat treat-
nent, terperatures.

f. She effect of pHhsno effect on whte stes

corrosion is franegranular or Intergranular when
specfr-n with lerge grain sizes are used.. LargeI
grained specimens alvays fail in a rsgale

g. Spec~imn which are stressed. for long periods of tine
uander conditions vhich pre :ent formation of a surface
filn do not fail when exposed to the salt-cbro&-ate
solution. This effect is attributed to stress relaza-
tion associated. with creep. ~ alr r

h. The characteristics of the two typea offlw r
the sam regardless of wehrcnta odo
constant deflection techniques of stressing are- used..
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C. PROC' '.E AVD APPARATJS

v 1. Preparation of Speciens

AAll naterial used in this investigation of stress eorrosion was

the =gnesIuL-base alloy designated Dovntal J-1 or ASIM Alloy No. AZ611.

I Te alloy was donated by the Dow Qienieal Co•pany. Two production lots

were used, with compositions as shown in Table 1. It may be noted that

the only appreciable differences are the higher aluminum and iron contents

of Lot no. 44.

I In all cases except where noted, specimens 3/16 x 3/16 x 4-1/2

inches were machined from a rectangular extruded bar with an original

cross-section of 1/4 x 3/4 inch. No prior heat treatmnt was utilized.

Solution-anneal heat treatments weze given all specimens. Heat

treatimets consisted of heating at 650, 800, or 9000F for 24 hours followed

1Iy furnace cooling or quenching in water. Me 8D°O treatment • as utilized

Sto obtain large grains. She 9D00F treatient was used in conmjunction %aith

a prior cold-warking operation of % reduction In area by longitudinal

Srolling and produced single crystals or bi-crystals across the width of

the -pecivens. St.ecimen for both the 800 and 900°F heat tretments were

Ssealed In Pyrex glass capsules to preyent excessive oxidation.

1.etallograpbic preparation of the specimens for microscopic

exaMination was as follows. Tae specimens were abraded on 240, 4.00, a-nd

600 grit silicon carbide papers. The specimens were then -shed and

initially polished on a nedii- speed wheel with Lind "Bn on a Buehler

R itter i r ;-lishing ctloth using water as a lubricant. Final polishing

vas d-me on a nediun speed weel with W0 en a Buehler Microcloth, again

j _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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using water as a lubricant. The specimens were etched with a modified

picrac-acetic etch ccomosed of 6 g picric acid, 150 ml ethanol, 18 ml

acetic acid, and 17 ml of distilled water.(j

2. xerinmental Apparatus

TI•he experimental apparatus used in this investigation Is show•j

in Fig. 1. Unless otherwise indicated, all specimens were stressed in a

holder constructed of .ynthane, an electrically insulating material. A

pictorial representation of a specimen =o.nted in the holder is sbzvw in

Fig. 2. The distance between the end supports of the specimen holder is

four inches. Tae stress in the ovater f~bers of the specimen at i-e _noint

of - stress is proportional to the s ¶.ur. of a=V4--tion. An approxi-

mate value of stress is calculated from the eqnuatic.u:

vhere S is the stress, y is the deflection in inches, R is YcuAg's modulus,

C 's half the specimn width and L is the specimen length In inches.

After stressing, the specimen and holder were placed In a con-

tainer of the corrosive mediu-= which was attached to a t-crn ter travel-

ing stage under the microscope. Mlectrical connections for the neasuraeent

[of corrosion currents generated between the stressed specimen (anode) amd

an unstressed specimen of the J-1 alloy (cathode) are shorwi in Fig. S. Mhej

[ microscope permitted ether direct viisual observation or motion pictore

microscopy to be used.

In a.dition, a cc ercially available sound detection unit was

"used to record the sounds of the stress-corrosion process. MIe uzit

sisted of a i/4-inch diameter nmetallic prcbe- 10 inches long, a crystalA I 5 1

_____ I



f micro-ohone iviich vas Dermanently attached to one end of the probe, and a

high-gain, low-noise atplifier. Thbe tip of the probe was in contact withi

the specimen and. the output of the amplifier vas recorded an a~ cocercial

1-Tebcor tape recorder or a motion picture sound. track, as desiredl.

7hae corrosive medium was usually a sodilm chloride-potassiumI
chromte solution (pH -9) consisting of W grams of liaCi and. W grams of

K2CrOi4 per liter of water. ~The one exception -was a solution of 35 grams

sodium chlorid.e and. 2 grams of potassium2 dichr-mte per liter of water

Oý-= 3.5) ibich was used to determ.ine the effect of pH value on type of

stress-corrosion. failure.

[ 3. Experimental Procedures

a. Stady of Metallurgirel Structure

F Specimens fron both production L-ts of the J-1 alloy were

pre-pared mete32Dgralhically andI examined microscopically to determine the

Istructure of the alloyw in the as-received condition. Sintila exa:=inations

r were made after heat -creating at the 650, 8)0, and 9X)0 F temperatm%-s

fo:,.lowed by either furnasce cooling or quenching in water. These specimens

v ere exposedl unde standard tcest conditiona- to determine the type of failure.

Ib. RecLto fSudAscae

An audio pickap was utiliz.-d to determine ir any soundI was

[ associated vith the cracking process of the alloy. In addition, it was

attem ted to determine -tbe exact cause of the sout to correlate this

F wvith a mechanism of crack propegation. Thlese noise determinatioris wrere

f msdeon all runs.

Wel MP
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c. Evaluation of MCanger in Electrial Resistance

f several attenpts vre made -to determine the distance of

crack penutration by mesurements of hbenge in s•ecimen resistance.
Sd. Ykasurements of Corrosion Curr•nt

as an Boer ntal Me.thod

Corrosion currents vere masureI in the nmnner exrlained

earlier bet-een stress-corrosion spaci~s (arna3s) end urstressed speci-

F nena (cathodes) of the J-1 alloy. All electrical leads vere insulated and

r an insulating la5er of Scotch Klectri•al Tape 3,,. 33 vas applied to the

specim ends leaving only an area 0.5 inch long at the apex of the bend

I exposed to the 9niution. Specimens were tested at a deflection of 0.150

inch. Frm a theoretical calculation, this gives a stress value of

69,000 psi. Duplicate speci -ere solution-annealed for 24 hours at

[ 650°F ,nd vater-quenched and then tested to det, .--ine if the meaesmuents

of corrosion currents vere reprod•,ible.

e. Effect of Stress on Corrosion CO.nrents

A se=ies of three specimens -es ran to detervine if corrosion

cu .- s generated durig testg vere depndent =on st-ress level'. e

vthree specimens ere all naebIned frc the same =oxuctim lot and venr

solution-annealed at 650'F for 24 hours and watar-quencbed. Me Specimens

I"vere stxessed to deflectioas of 0.1i0 inch (60,000 psi), 0.150 inch

(69,ooo psi), and 0.l6s n,:h (',8,00o psi), respectively. Cor-rosion

S currents vere measured in the standard manner.

f. Effect of Surface Pre•aration
o Corrosi•o Z=ents

TTwo speci•en were tested to substantiate tbe belief that

ifozrmity of surface preparation vas a critical varlable. One specimen

[*
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of loi iron level vas soluzion-arnealed for 24 hours at 6,00?F arA vater-

- qlenched. Surface preparation was deliberately incoplete end consisted

only of *ý,asiaon in random directions vith 40-grit silicon carbide paper

I whicb vas Just sufficient to partially remove the oxide layer formd dur-

ing heat treat.ent. Mie second speckimn received an identical heat treat-

mant out vss prepared using normal metallogrphic techniques. Mhe speci-

I men Yus then exposed to normal 3aboratory air for 40D hours in the un-

stretsed condition before exposure standard stress-corrosive conditions.

g. Effect of Cree! on Streps-Corrosion
Suse~glibfi

A specinmn t1ch had been subJected to the standard 6•500,!

vater-quench beat treaient ws stressed to a deflectim of 0.168 inch
S(78,000 psi) andL llwed to :tam' in vacu for 400 hours. The specimen

-.-as then exposed to standard tect conditions.I

h. Effect of Constant LoEgajTehi~c
on Corrosion Current_.

F Sever-l•specimens vere run =er conditions of constant

F oaA rather than constant deflection to deterrzri if the method of load-

1mg had any effect on the curves of corrosion ciwrenta plotted against time.

WTo specimns ve-e machined to final dimenions of 5 x 0.500 x 0.0 40 inches.

Chie specimen as heat treated at 65o0: for 24 hours and furnace-cooled,

xtile the second yas given a 5% cold-roling operation followed by an

SW OO0F solution-annesl vith veter qu" hing. Both Wseclmens vere placed in

solution on supports four inches apart and loaIc& in their centers vith a

dead weight sufficient to obtain a stress leicl of 45,000 psi. All parts

of the apparat= vere no-metallic ýo =event stzay galvanic current genera-

i tion. Corrosion currents vere mewae. against uastreazed cathodes of the

J-1 allay.
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ii. •icroscoulc tfoservations an& Hotion Pictures

All runs =Ae, with the exception of the constant load

det=er•Anations mentioned iediately above, -ere observed nicroscooically

and scone were recorded by motion picture nicroscopy techniques at rmenifi-

cations of WOx and 30x. A 16 = "Auricon" soumn notion picture c-_ra was

mounted wit a beam- splitter directly onto the microscope as shomn in Fig. 1.

"Me .Motion Picture Division of the Detartment of •hotography of Mhe Chio

State University assisted in the pmhotog-raphy.

j. ne Effect of pH on Stress-Corrosion
in Salt-Chrcmate Solutions

Several spec -"ns were pareured -with single-grain boun-Laries

orienteed nearly transversely across the specimens. SJall notches w.re

filed in the -amin boundaries at the specime edges to insure crack •.zitia-

tion at these points. SoDecinens w'ere mroduced -with fmrace-cooling and

-eith water-quenching to proote intergranular or transgranulae cracking,

respectively. Both types of spec *i.mns -. re exnosed. in the stand-ard solu-

tion of 4O g .reMl ad 41 g KY2 rO+h per liter of water (_mH = 9.0) and in a

solution of 55 g -aCl end 20 9 K2CxO 7 per liter of water (H = 3.5) to

dtatermine if oH had y effect on the t-rne of cracking.

k. Effect of Variables on lame
of Stress-Corrosion Failure

in order to understand the -echanis=s of both transgrmaular

and. intergranular failure nore f ally, a final seroas of ex.erine•its was

undertchen. Six soecin of each _aoduction lot vere pre•ared by solution-

anrealing at 6o0, -0o, and (after a 5$ cold roiia. operation) 590F for

24 hours. M-ree specinens heated at each teRnerature were furnace-cooled

9, ]



and three were vater-quenched. In this manner, the effects of iron content,

grain size, and ccoling method were all introduced as variables. All sueci-

r-ens vere stressed at a deflection of 0.150 inch (69,000 psi) in the stand-

ard salt-chroate solution. Yicrcscopic observations, reasurements of

corrosion currents, and determinations of sounds were nade si_=ltaneously

to be utilized in the anallsis of results.

J 2. Hardness and Impact Resistance Values

• b further supply a basis for mechanisms of the two types of

stress-corrosion cracking, hardness and inpact rebistance neasuremnts were

-Ade on one spec i-n' in the 650°F furnace-cooled condition and one in the

high t,-?eroature, strain-annealed, and water-quenched condition.

* D. RES?.LTS AMi DISCUSSION

1. Study of 1.etallurgical. Structure

Figure 3 shows the as-received structure of the two lots of alloy

used in the investigation. Me air cooling after hot extrusion promotes

the slight precipitate of Y•gj7Alj 2 at the grain boundaries. Solid solu-

Tion aicrosegregatioz is exhibited in both specimens as the precipitated

"banding" effect shows and is nore pronounced in the alloy with high iron

content. Grain size was deeter-ime to be AST-4 No. 12 by use of the AS-N

non-ferrous grain size standard charts.

Figure 4 shows the structure of Lot No. 43 (low iron content) after

solution-annealing for 24 hours at 650"F followed by furnace-cooling or

water-quenching. it can be noted that a Leavy precipitate of Ygl7-ll2

exists in the furnace-cooled specimen. Grain size is still AS-M No. 12.

10



ntNo xung2i structurevras noted after th 0 n OO F heat Atret

80O0 F, &rmifl sieas AMfA. N~o. 4,while a 90O0F treatnt followring a 5$

cold-rolling operation produced speCi men a vith single or bi-crystalr across

their width. Mhe only difference between speci~ens of the two lots Vhich

received identical heat treapeats was a heavier grain b,-imdary precipitate

in the lot. vwih higher iron content

2. Resolution of Sound Associated
With the Cracking Process

Uising tne sensiti~ve sound detection apparatus described previously,

It vas determined early in the I.nvestigation that noise was associated1 vith

the st~ress-corrosicn cracking. The possi~ble causes were corsidered t,2 be

evolution and colleapse of micrubulbbles of hydrogen or actual mechanical

fracture. Unstressed smecirmens in the ftCl-z(2Cr-j4 scluticn produced a

sin?'1 r noise so -:hat hydrogen evolution wams thought to be the cause.

Support of this idea was fount3, iL- an identicall noise produced by the

evolution of hydrogen froz zinc metal in hy-ro-chloric acid. The noise of

hyd~rogen ev-olution frcm a general corrosive attack on the spe-cinen was

eliminted by insulating the entire specknen except for a 0.500-inch length

at the area of naxin=z stress. Mhe noi~se :d hxy~ogen etluhe fa

crack vas ne 'g~lgole when the general evolution of hyii ogen vas thuz ellni-

nated. In later work it w6as noted that a loud crackling noise vas produced

during stress-cor-rosion of specinens vwLich were susceptible only to trans-

granular cracking. This noise was duplicated by mechaniically stressing to

failure a sxoecinen which vas susceptible to transgranuJlar failure end failed

in a brittle menner. No sound vas pr-oduced by stressin;g vit!h identical



techniques an intergranuler-prone secl1-an which failed only after consider-

able elongation. Tis sound of mcbanical fracture is considered an in-

portmnt factor in the hypothesis concerning a mode of transgra-ular failure

which will be discussed in a later acction.

3. Rvaluation of Changes in
Electrical Resistance

The technique of measuring changes in electrical resistance has

bean used in recent rears to obtain large amounts of data rapidly on uni-

form corrosion rates for long, thin specimens. Mhe idea shruld be applic-

able to stress-corrosion testing where the effect--?e cross section is

rapi~ily decreasing and thus the resistance of the specimen is rapidly in-

creasing. Mae apparatus used in this work is shown schenaticelly in Fig. 5.

25easurements of the voltage drop eacross the standard l.000-oh= resistance

in the syste.. The =easra• • volt'ge drop across the specinen divided by

the current then gives the resistance of the specinen in precise ter-ns.

It vas foundý that an extremely high ratio of length to area is required for

accurate reproducibility. Me reqaired ratio is i-rpractical for the constant

deflection technique useed in these exger !iments and this technique was thus

A abanoned.

I •. 1easureanets of Corrosion Current

as a Test M ethod

Results fromm this technique appear extre-nely praaising. The

results if the tUn specimens with identdcal heat treatments which were

stressed to the sane level of 69,000 psi are shown in Table 2. Te repro-

ducibilizy is excellent and, on the basis of this experi-ent, measurements

of corrosion currents were used extensively.

1 12
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1 5. Effect of Stress on Corrosion Currents

Corrosion currents which are generated by the action of stress-

corrosion are d,-endent upon the stress level in the plastic range. Figure 6

shows a curve of corrosion currents plotted against time for three specinens

with noinpl stress levels of 60,000, 69,000, and 78,000 psi. As the stress

is increased, tne cracking initiates more quickly, the corrosion current

reaches a higher maxi-'u-, and the specinenn fails to completion more quickly.

6 Effect of Surface Prenaration
on Corrosion Currents

A specimen -was exposed with deliberatelý, incozplete surface pre-

Sparation and one was allored to stand unstresse* .n normal laboratory air

fcr bOO hours before exposure to test conditions. in both cases the corro-

I sion currents generated were ezratic and not reproducible, wbille excessive

pitti'_c resulted. .Z-ns -daicatees thsat the scratches -1d oxide film layer

cause a con_!ex electroch-nical system which cern t be "an"eyseA by conven-

Stional techr ques. MTe results also erphasize the importance of proper

surface preparation.

17. Effect of Creep on Stress-Corrosion
Susceptibility

SMe specimn -.wich uas stressed to a deflecticn of 0.!6o-inch

(78,O0, psi) in vacu-.for 400 hours prior to testing dad not initiate a

I crack after 30 -i"utc of exposure. The specimen and holder vere then re-

moved fro solution end the stressing screw was loosened. Measu--emnt of

the specimen then showed that a permcnent deflection of 0.102-inch had been

Ii arted by the long stressing period. This indicates that creep had been

operative to reduce the stress below a value at vhich stress-..orrosion could

1 occur under conditions of the test.

13
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8. Effect of Constant Loading Techniques
on Corrocion Currents

Str-3Sing lueder constant load conditions subjects the specirm_-ens

to a more severe test then does a constant deflection technique. in the

constant deflection nethod, stresses begin at some low level, quickly reach

a naxiu as the soec•-n begirs to fail, and then rapidly drop off to zero

as the stresses are relieved by the widening crack. Constant load conditions

produce a situation where the stress level is constantly increasing as the

cross section of the specimen decreases. Constant deflection techniques

were used in the majority of this work since they permit easier n.icroscopic

exan-ination Results from speci•nes heat treated at 650 or 800°F and

stressed under conditions of constant load showed a steady increase in

corrosion current from zero to r -axi•n value which was rearhed at the time

of co•-letion of cracking. The specinn heated at (500F and furnace-cooled

failed in an intergranular manner and sho.we a regular increase of corrosion

current with time to a naxi=m of 25 micro-a=peres. The specimen which vas

given a 5$ cold-rolling operation followed by heat treatuent at 80 0°F and

a wrater-quenching failed transgranularly and the curve of corrosion current

iersus tine showed several large irregularities -which seened to correspond

with the advance of the crack tip across grain boundaries. The maximum

value of corrosion current for this soeci wi-as 40 -icro-amneres. From

these results, it is concluded that the cur-ve of corrosion currents reaches

a raxizra at the time when stresses acting upon the specimen are at a maxiu.

9. Yicroscopic Observations and Motion Pictuzres

i •Me nieroscoipic observations, som of -which were preser-ved in the

( f.•m of a motion picture, were very i--portant in the attem.ptZ a-de to



understand the mhanisms of stress-corrosion. Both transgranlar and inter-

granular cracks "-were observed. The appearance of t-wins as the stress con-

S~cenization changed and the a wpearance of slip lines vere recorded on V•-l,

as well.
7

Mhe iL-ortent limitation involved in =icroscopic exnination is

T that the observation is necessarily restricted to surface phenomenon. The

situation in the interior of the material is una•woun. However, as ",12l1 be

explained later, the use of audio and electrical techniques 2n conjunction

-with ricrosconic techniques is thought to pernit a -bree dimensional analysis.

For these reasons, an observed plastic defornation "shock vave" which pro-

pagated in advance of the crack tiD is believed actually to be an indica-

tion of crack progress beneath the surface which then suddenly breaks

thrvugh the surface layer to appear as a large step in the crack advance.

EThis assu-ntion is based on continuous corrosion cur..ent measurezents and

audible sounds.

10. The E-Effect of pH on Stress-Corrosion
in Salt-Chronte Solutions

Results of the large grained specimens which were exposed to both

acl-Kcro, (pH = 9.0) and Ucl-K 07 (PH = 5.5) solutions inca that

spsci=-ens with large grain size always fail transgranularly. vren when

crackig vas initiated by pre-notching the specinen at a grain boundary

w hich essentially ran at right angles across the specimen, cracking would

deviate from the grain boundary and proceed transgranularly. This effectT
--as noticed in both solutions.

15
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11. Effect of Variables on Type of
Stress-Corrosion Failure

Microscopic observations, measurements of corrosion current, and

audio pickup were all used simultaneously since prior experience indicated

that ccrrelation of these three test methods permitted a reliable analysis

of the total phenomenon.

abe effect of each variable was evaluated by obtaining average

values for the corrosion currents of three identical spec 4'nes with the

sae- iron content, grain size, and cooling rate. Qualitative observations

were made concerning the sound produced and the microscopic observations.

Table 3 presents a suarzy of all corrosion currents which -ere

measured. Measurements were made at 20-second intervals throughout the run,

but maxi=um values are considered to be most significant for the parpose of

analysis. The percentage of transgranular failure was obtained by visually

counting the number of grains which failed in a tran-;.ranular man- a!d

dividing by the total number of grains across the specimen width.

Several significtut trends were noted from this data. Mhe speci-

mens with the higher percentages of transgranular failure exhibited higher

naxima in all cases. Percentage of transgramular failure increased with

higher iron content, faster cooling rate, and larger grain size.

Although it is not shown by Table 3, corrosion currents of the

specimens whicn failed in a predominantly intergranular manner were more

reproducible throughout the run. It was noted that the curves for specimens

which failed intergranularly were smooth and regular as shown in Fig. 7.

However, Fig. 8 shows that rather severe fluctuations appear in a curve for

1
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predominate]; transgrmnular failure. For the purpose of illustating this

point, corrosion currents were read at intervals of 10 seconds to provide

a more accurate analysis.

I it was also noted that the tie to failure in the transgranular

crack-susceptible specimens was proportional to the number of grain bound-

aries crossed by the crack tip.

It was observed nicro~rcpicallv that intergranular cracks advanced

at a fairly unifor-- rate. ransgranuler cracks advanced in short bursts and

appeared to halt te--porarily when the crack tip rea'hed a grain boundary.

A crackling noise was detected continually during transgranular failure but

the sound level varied considerably. ipurina intergrenular attack, sound

was essentially absent in all cases. It appears that the fluctuations in

ccrrosio current, the step-;±ie orrck advance, and the variations in sound

which are associated with txansgranular cracking are cc-plem-ntary. Sini-

larly, the smooth curves of corrosion current, the conszant rate of crack

advance, and the vi-_ual absence of sound during intergranular failure seen

J to correeoond with one another.

12. Hardness and mnact Resistance Values

SFive detemi'nations of hardness were made on one specimen which

had failed in a transgranm-lar manner and on a specimen which had failed in

an intergranular manner. The average Knoop hardness value for the -irst

-as 82.3 and for the second was 538.2. Chatr-y i=ac•t testing of a specimen

smsceptible to tramnsgramlar -arack ga';e a value of 5.3 foot-pounds,

while the sane test of a spec iz-on susceptible to intergranular failure gave

a value of 7.2 foot-poauds. Both types of test indicate that material which

fails t=snsgranuarly is inherently more brittle.

j 17
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13. General Discussion of Results Applied

to a Proposed Mechanism for Transgranular
Stress-Corrosion

The results of this investigation support the previously advanced

theory which indicates that different mechanisms exist for transgra-nular1 4
and intergranular stress-corrosion of the J-1 alloy in the salt-chronate

solution. Differences in structure contribute to this variation in types

of attack. The differences between corrosion current curve.z sb+t-+i

the distinction between types of attack. The sound which is associated

Swith -ransgranular failure and is absent during int -granular attack further

emphasizes the differences of mechanisms. The relatively constant rate of

crack propagation in specinens failing in an intergranular manner as co-

pared to the clserved temporary cessation of crack advance at grain bcund-

aries and the step-wise propagation u±-rough the grains during transgranular

failuire are also significant. Electrochemistry and stress are each con-

Lldzred to be of importance in beth types of cracking.

It is believed that stress acts only to pull the metal apart tlur-

ing intergranular stress-corrosion, uhile electrochemical attack due to the

potential difference which exists between grain boundaries and grain

interiors causes the rapid failure. 'Me absence of sound, which is associpted

with mechanical failure, supports this idea.

It is not presumed that this investigation is positive evidence

of a detailed theory of transgranular stress-corrosion. However, several

noteworthy conclusions have been reached which strongly indicate a possible1

I mechanism. Electrochemistry must play an important role in the transgranular

attack, as indicated by the corrosien currents generated. Tne fluctuations

1 18
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in corrosion current indicate a discontinuous rate of propagation, as do

jjthe variations in the associated noise level. The noise produced during

failure is also considered indicative of a predominantly mechanical fail-

j Iure. This mechanical failure proceeding in a discontinuous manner could

cause the fluctuations in corrosion current by exposing fresh anodic netal

at varylng rates. The brittleness associated •ith the specimens Vnich

are susceptible to transgranular failure can be assocated vith a blocking

effect on dislocati:on novent vhich prevents plastic deformation. Mae

fact that 'wter-quenching and high iron contents have -been associated 4zth

Sboth tran.-.g_7-anular attack susceptibility and a segregation of Feill pre-

cipitation witnin the grains suggests that this sub-microscopic precipi-

J tate may be responsible for the hypothesized dislocation blocking effect.

This precipitate has been reported to form on the basal plane. it is

I possible that the iron present in the alley may distort the lattice and

thus provide the activation energy necessary to aid the massage of

magnesium into solution as ions.

In sumary, the mechanism of transgranular attack vould appear

to be a discontinuous one of alternate stages of mechanical failure and

electrochemical attack with the mechanical stage predominating. The func-

- tion of electrochemical attack seems to be formation of trenches until a

high stress concentration is reached. At that point, the mechanical fail-

Sure occurs in a brittle manner for a finite distance until so.- rechani-

cally strong obstruction such as a grain boundary is reached. Electro-

chemical dissolution then removes the obstruction and the brittle mechanical

stage rezeats itself. Mie brittle behavior is as=ibuted ,o blocked dis-

location movezent, caused by the Feil precipitate.

19
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Trable 1. Spectrograkhic Analyses of Ilzterials

LotLot %Al %C-a %Cu %Fe %Y- %N Pb ýSi 7

45 6.0 < 0.01 0.003 0.002 0.16 < 0.001 < 0.001 <0.01 0.72
144 6.7 <0.01 0.006 0.005 0.20 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.01 0-79

Table 2. Tie Reprod-ucibility of Corrosion Currents
CGenerated by Two identical Specimens

Corrosion Currents (la)
(secs.) Sneci=en No. 1 Snecren. No."2

0 0.0 0.0
20 1.0 0-9
40 1.2 1.2
60 1.5 1.4
1o 2.0 2.2

100 2.5 5.5
120 3-9 •4.2
14o 5.0 5.1
160 6.0 59

6.7 6.7
200 7.3 7-5
22D 7-9 7-9
2W40 7.9 8.1
260 8.0 8.0
28D 7.4 7-9
303 7.5 6.5
320 6.9 6.4
51340 5-9 6.1
5W60 4.8 5-3
3 580 5.5 2.5
00• 1.6 1.3
420 1.0 0.8
4 4W0 -0.9 -1.0

I
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Table 3. M-e Effects of Iron Content, Grain Size, and Cooling Rates
on Cc--rosion Currents Generated During Stress-Corrosion

%Trxaas- YMzinI.-
granular Heat AS? Iron Corrosion
F-a-ilure Trea•.ent* Grain Size Current (u-A)

35 650cr, PC 12 0.002 8.140 E5o'j, WQ 12 o.002 9.9
60 650OF, IC 12 0.005 11.6
65 650°F, WQ 12 0.005 12.2
60 800CF _n 4 0.0O2 12.6

c0 65 .P0.005 14.0
75 ao oo:, ;:Q 1 0.002 14.5a00o 8or, W,-1 4 0.005 14.7
90 SU, 9006 F, FC bi-crystal 0.002 14.0
95 SA, 9000F, PC bi-cryst-a 0.005 14.6
95 SA, 900oo, 'A bi-crystal 0.002 15.2

100 SA, 900 0 rF, W-Q bh-crystal 0.005 15.6

2
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PART II. SUIESS CORROSION CRAC1CG OF AUSMEITIC
SVaf-l-J S=E BY 00OF ATM COlAINJI i 1Ci

A. IiOIDCTION

Mflis section contains vork accomplished during the last quarter on

the stresc-corrosion cracking of enstenitic statn1.-", steels. Experiments

were perfor-med in which the 'edging action" of esrr ,aiun products was

exenired. Measzure-nts of resultsnt stresses -.'er -de by x-ray and

mechenical techniques.

Further work was done by electron nicroscor-, and transmissicn tech-

niques to study soLe of the s-ructur.al aspects of the stress corrosion

cracking technaigye.

Also, a brief review of previous work is -ez.'ed. Stress-corrosion

data obtained for naterials other tl-_en a'tcaitic teainless steels were

reported in Progress Report Hos. 11, 12, am 19.

B. SLRh'ARY AID CO2N1CaLIONS

Stainless steels exposed to sodii= chloride containing waters at

elevated teyeratures develop large quantaties of insoluble corrosion

prodncts.

Mhe inmoluble corrosion products, when confikned, my produce stresses

sufficiently high to promote strcss-corrosio.. crack initiation end propa-

gation in annealed austeaitic staenlesza steel specimens.

Stresses induced by the %'edging action" may be additive to inte-aal

- and/or applied stresses.

M'•echanical methods and x-ray techniqaes can be t-' = + --- ire the

--- stresses induced by the `-edginC action" of zonfined corrosion products.
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C. RBSMTS MDO DISCUSSION

Results to date on "wedging action" have shcwhn that aon-soluble

corrosion products play a significant role in the initiation and propega-

tion of stress-corrosion cracks in the austenitic stainews steels when

these naterials are exposed to Neel solutions at 400F. The nature of

the products causes a '%edging action" in confined regions such as pits

j and cracks, produing tensile stresses at the base of cavity which are

additive to the amlliec stresses. This wedging effect is probably the

=aJor so.urce of stress in the case w-here cracki-g occurs under very low

amplied stresses, i.e., cracking of the austenitic stainless steels at

applied stress cZ 2O)O psi.

heasurement of the stresses de;eloped by the products is in progress.

Changes in lattice pDrareter due to the introduction of elastic stains in

the suecimm have been recorded by back-re:Iection x-ray examination in

which stresses are calculated from line displacement.

A mechanical method, based on the deflection of a titaniu= alloy

beam, vas also used in vhich corrosion products from a Etainless steel

wedge were made to act in a direction per,endiculs- to the titaniunm beam

axis. In other words, the vedge behave. :fl the same manner as the screw

in Fig. 2 of eaacnim.il Report No. 2. SiL-esses are then calculated from

the amount of deflection in the titanium bean as a function of exposure

time.

•-s study wi3ll require additionn2 research. Experiments will be

necessary to determ-.ine the identity and properties of the corrosiou

product, and to learn more about its gro-Uth in confined regions before

the mpxim forces exerted can be deteroined.
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I. Progress

Report No. Period Date
1 February -April !4ay 19, 1956
2 May-July August 24, 1956
3 August-October Nov. 15, 1956
4 November-January February 7, 1957
5 February-April June 5, 1957
6 May-July July 31, 1957
7 August-October November 26, 1957
8 Nove-ber-January February 10, 1958
9 February-April May 12, 1958

i0 May-July August 1, 1958
111 August-October November 24, 1958
12 November-January February 25, 1959
14 February-April May 20, 1959
14 MLy-July August 14, 195915 August-October November 27, 195916 November-January March 10, 1960
i7 February-April Yay 24, 1960
16 ýay-JTuly September 9, 196019 axgus+-October November 28, 1960
20 (Fi-al) November-January January 31, 1961
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7R-2 - '&echanism of Stress Corrosion of Austenitic StainlessSteels in H rj)T erature Chloride Waters," Staehle, Beck, Fontana, April
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M-3 (Pre~rint) - "Influence of Nickel on Intergranaular Corrosion
of 18% Chronium Steels,- Upp, Be--k, Fontana, Trans. -am; pp. 759-772,
July 1958.

•o4 (Reprint) - "Mechanism of Stress Corrosion of AusteniticStainless Steels in Chloride Waters," Staehle, Beck and Fontana, Corrosion,pp. 51-59, July 15, 1959.
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, vi
Special ae - "Stress Corrosion Cracking uf Auutenitic Sw.in-

less Steels in High Temperature Chloride .6ter." and "Stress Corrosion
of Austenitic Stainless Steels by Hot Salts,", Met. Soc. Conferences,
Vol. 4, Physical. ?Met. of Stress Corrosion Fracture, 1959.

5 - "Anodic Polarization Behavior of Iro-Nifikel Alloys in
Sulfauric Acid Solutions," conoMy, Speiser, Beck, and Fontana, August 1960.

.gI-6 (Preprint) - "Rapid Intargranular oxidation of i3-8 Stain-
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